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Abstract: The Hough transform is a well known
medium-level image recognition technique for the
detection of curves. The conventional Hough technique [I, 21 requires a three-dimensional accumulator array (AA) for the detection of circles.
Because shape parameterisation and data structure of the accumulator array significantly affect
the memory space and computation loading
requirements of any hardware or software realisation, they should be carefully selected for any fast
and efficient algorithm. A new scheme which uses
only a pair of two-dimensional accumulator
arrays to reduce the storage and computation
time by an order of magnitude or more is proposed. This new scheme is capable of discriminating multiple (including concentric) circles in a
complex real life image with a recognition rate of
95-100%. Various parallel realisations of this
Hough scheme for circles on a general purpose
MIMD (a reconfigurable transputer network)
machine are discussed and a comparison of their
performances with the conventional approach on
the basis of execution time and recognition rate is
presented.

1

Introduction

The Hough transform (HT) [ l ] is a method for detecting
characteristic contours or shapes by exploiting mutual
constraints between parameters and points lying on the
target contour. For each target curve or shape S to be
detected, the transform uniquely defines a mapping from
each point in the image space I to a hypersurface H in
the parameter space P . The Hough technique seeks to
transform the problem of locating global features (target
shape instances) in the image space to that of locating
local features (peaks or maxima) in the transformed or,
parameter, space. HT is often considered to be one of the
most promising techniques for object detection. It has the
desirable characteristics of being robust and noise resistant. Moreover, the algorithm is essentially a parallel one,
and can be easily modified and ported to multiprocessor
environments for parallel realisations. Ballard [2]
extended the method to the generalised Hough transform
(GHT) to detect nonanalytic curves by using the directional edge information and the R-table associated with
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each target curve. Recently, Illingworth er al. [3] gave a
comprehensive and complete review of this transform.
Because circles are completely defined by three parameters, namely the radius and the co-ordinates of the
centre (xo , yo), the conventional Hough transform
requires a three-dimensional accumulator array to detect
this family of analytic curves. The transformed hypersurface is an inverted right circular cone in the parameter
space. This simple scheme is inefficient in terms of the
large memory space and computation effort required.
Recently, a dual plane variation of the Hough transform
for circles [4] has been suggested. However, this method
cannot discriminate concentric circles of different radii.
Besides, the suggested transform equations rely heavily
on the gradient orientations of two neighbourhood edge
pixels, which are difficult to estimate to the required
accuracy by computationally efficient edge operators for
a noisy input image. Moreoever, floating point operations (including divisions) seem to be unavoidable in the
computation of its transform equations as well as the
weight of each vote. This is highly undesirable in any fast
algorithm for real-time applications. The adaptive Hough
transform (AHT) [ 5 ] is another Hough approach for
detecting circles, but there are interpretation problems
when the method is applied to complex images with
multiple objects. Besides, the inherent parallel voting
process has to be repeated many times for the sequential
detection of each of the target shape instances in a single
image because this AHT scheme can only adapt its
parameter ranges to the detection of one target shape
instance in each iteration.
A new and efficient approach is proposed [SI, which
can give approximately 30 times reduction in the memory
space requirement and 50 times reduction in computation effort over the conventional approach. The new
scheme replaces the three-dimensional (3-D) accumulator
array in the conventional approach with a pair of twodimensional (2-D) accumulator arrays that is capable of
discriminating multiple (including concentric) circles in a
complex real life image in a single voting pass. Various
parallel realisations of this new scheme have been performed on a general purpose MIMD multiprocessor
system which comprises eight T800 transputers and
cross-bar switches for network topology reconfiguration.
For the initial part of the study, a software simulation of
the new algorithm is performed [6] on a single transputer
system under the transputer development system (TDS2)
using Occam 2. The whole recognition process (including
voting, peak detection and circle validation) on a typical
256 x 256 complex real-life image with multiple objects
can be completed in less than 3 seconds with a typical
recognition rate of 95-100%.
Although a number of parallel implementations of the
Hough transform have already been reported 17, 81,
those implementations generally only emphasise the
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parallel accumulation of votes through different partitionings of the parameter space. The subsequent decision and validation processes based on the accumulated
votes are not usually addressed. The new parallel realisations, however, also take into consideration the processing performed before and after the transform, i.e. the
initial edge detection for input to the H T and validation
of candidate output from the HT, to complete the whole
recognition cycle. Instead of simply thresholding the
votes or detecting local maxima in the AA, special procedures are included for the validation of each candidate
shape instance. This is essential for shape detection in
complex images with many objects.
2

known. The gradient vector will be pointing towards the
centre of the circle. In other words, the locus of the possible centre will be a straight line passing through the
point P , with a slope equal to its edge gradient orientation as shown in Fig. lb. If there are many edge pixels
lying on a circle (one of which is the point P , , say, in Fig.
la), their corresponding mapped lines in the first plane
( A A l ) will all intersect at a single point located exactly at
the centre of the circle.
The radius of the circle is found by using the second
plane. Let us first consider two circles of radius r , and rz
passing through a single point P as shown in Fig. Id. It
can be easily seen that the triangles PC, Q , and P C , Q,
are similar and thus the following relation holds

New a l l o c a t i o n s c h e m e of Hough space

(xp

The general equation of a circle is given by
(X - ~ 0 ) '

+ ( y - yo)'

=

R2

(1)

Instead of using each dimension of the accumulator array
independently to detect the corresponding parameter, the
new scheme uses two dependent groups of parameters for
the detection of circles of any radii. In this approach, the
two dimensions of the first accumulator (AA1) represent
the x and y co-ordinates of the centres of the predicted
circles [SI, and those of the second accumulator (AA2)
represent the x co-ordinate of the centre, and radius of
the predicted circles (Fig. 1). The former is used for locat-

(2)

xoz)/(x, - xo,) = r,/rl

~

Because rl and r , are arbitrarily chosen, eqn. 2 implies
that the locus of the possible radius will also be a straight
line on the second plane (AA2). For the four edge pixel
points P , , P , , P , and P , in Fig. la, the mapped loci in
Fig. I C will be the lines L , , L,, L , and L,, respectively. It
can also be seen that edge pixels on the same circle will
intersect at a single point ( L , and L , intersect at (xol, r , ) ,
and L , and L, intersect at (x,,. r,)). Hence, if the possible
centre of a candidate circle detected using AA1 is (xol,
yol), the radius of the circle can be found by locating
peaks of the column with xo = xol in AA2. In the case of
concentric circles, edge pixels on each concentric circle
will contribute to a single peak in AA2. This results in
multiple peaks with the same xo but different radii in the
second accumulator (Mi and M , in Fig. IC). Hence, the
discrimination power of concentric circles in the conventional three dimensional A A approach is retained in this
new scheme but the storage requirement for the A A is
much reduced.
The following is a formal derivation of the transform
equations. The slope of the tangent at a point P (x,, y,)
on the circle can be found by differentiating eqn. 1 with
respect to x to give
dyldx

=

m, =

-bp
~

X")/(Y,

- Yo)

(3)

The slope of the normal to the circle at the same point P
can be found by the Sobel or super-Sobel operators [lo]
as
m, = tan 0 = (SjS,)

C

d

Fig. 1

N e w pair of accumulator arrays and locus oJ cells mapped by
edge pixels on concentric circles

ing the centres of the circles and the latter for finding
their radii.
2.1 Derivation of transform equations

To see how these two planes can be used to detect circles,
an intuitive view from the geometric standpoint is considered first. An image is assumed to be preprocessed by
some edge operators to locate all the local edges that correspond to luminance discontinuity. It is also assumed
that the edge operator is capable of estimating the gradient orientation of the edge at a particular point to a
certain degree of accuracy (e.g. angular error < 6" for the
Sobel operator [lo]). Suppose there is an edge pixel P I at
( x p l ,y p l ) lying on a circle and its gradient orientation is
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(4)

where S, and S, are the gradient components in the x
and y direction, respectively. From co-ordinate geometry,
the product of the slope of the normal and tangent at a
point is negative unity. Thus, for the point (x,, y,) with
gradient components S, and S,, the equation describing
the locus of the centre of the circle is given by
(Y,

~

Y,)/(X,,

-

x,)

= (S,/S,)

(5a)

or
yo

=

mx,

+h

(5b)

where
m = slope = (S,/S,)

and
b = y,-intercept

=

yp - x,,

(S,/S,)

This is a straight line on the xo-y, plane ( A A I ) of the
parameter space. One of the endpoints of this line is the
point (x,, y,,) itself. If the radii of the circles to be
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detected are constrained by an upper bound R,,,, , and
the gradient angle 0 (eqn. 4) is quantised into N , values,
the co-ordinates of the other endpoint will be
Yomar =

Y,

+ B,,,

sin (0,)

(64

=

xp

+ RYmox cos (Ok)

(66)

XOmnx

where

0,

=

k(2n/N,)

and

k

= 0,

1,

.. . , ( N ,

~

1)

Note that the values of sines and cosines in eqn. 6 can be
precomputed, scaled up (by a power of two) and stored
as integer constants. Besides, the upper bound R,,,, in
eqn. 6 is actually a function of the edge pixel location (xo,
yo) and the edge gradient orientation Q. This is due to
inherent as well as to imposed geometric constraints on
the target circles in the image. A simple, yet reasonable
constraint is that all the target circles, even occluded,
have to reside totally within the 2-D image space. This
assumption also helps to increase the efficiency of the
vertification process, and will be discussed in the next
section.
The equation of the line in the second plane can be
represented as

The endpoints can easily be found as follows: (i) x o
should be equal to x p when the radius is zero; (ii) xo
equals xomvr(given by eqn. 6b) when R equals Rvmax.In
summary, the loci of the two line segments on the two
planes are:
AA1

(xp> ~

AA2: ( x p> 0)
where

+

p+
) ( ~ ~ m > nY xo m o x )
+

(XO"

>

R,,,)

(8)

denotes the line joining the two endpoints.

2.2 Justification of this approach
Owing to the compression of the parameter space and
the linear nature of the mapped loci, high efficiency and
parallelism can be achieved in the new scheme. Detailed
implementation techniques will be discussed in Section 3.
The remaining part of this section will focus on the interpretation problem and the justification of this approach.
Upon completion of the voting process, each cell holds
the number of votes or evidence of the hypothesised
shape with the parameter set associated with that cell. If
there is only one object in the image, the cell with the
highest count will define the most probable parameters of
the object of the target shape, if it exists, in the image.
However, a cell with a high count of votes exceeding the
neighbourhood cells (i.e. a local maximum) is a necessary,
but not a sufficient, condition for the presence of a target
shape instance. In other words, there may be some peaks
in the parameter space which are contributed by noise or
by edge pixels which are not on the same object as the
target shape. Even though the Hough transform can be
considered as a matched filter of shape recognition [I 13,
it is not optimal for recognising one shape in the presence
of others. This interpretation problem of the transformed
space becomes more serious if there are many objects in
the image while the target shape is very primitive, such as
line segments, circular arcs, etc. Hence, in a practical
realisation with a complex input image consisting of
multiple objects, there may be many peaks in both xo
columns in AA1 and AA2. Since the two planes are
linked by the same parameter axis x o , an additional proIEE PROCEEDINGS-E, Vol. 138, N o . 5. S E P T E M B E R 1991

cedure has to be carried out to select the correct pairs of
peaks, one from each plane, so that the complete sets of
three parameters of the candidate circles can be found. At
first sight this seems to make the new scheme complicated, because the regular structure of the voting algorithm has to be modified. In fact, this new scheme only
merges the process of verifying candidate shape instances
into the voting process.
Study of the conventional Hough transform for circles
using a 3-D accumulator array, has shown it to be difficult to determine the response level (i.e. the number of
votes) above which the shape instance is guaranteed to be
present. Conker [4] handled this problem of detection
criteria by calculating a relative response which was
equal to the ratio of the accumulator response to the circumference. Ye [12] used a similar strategy involving a
radius-dependent threshold. In our software realisation
on the conventional approach, however, the number of
false alarms was unacceptably high even with some
radius-dependent thresholding schemes were used.
Hence, unless the image consists of only very few objects
(one or two say, which is very unlikely) it is absolutely
necessary to include some additional procedures in the
conventional scheme to select from among the peaks in
the image those corresponding to the actual occurrence
of circles. Based on this argument, merging of the voting
and the verifying processes can be justified.
A similar technique has already been applied by
Davies [13] on a high speed circular-object location
algorithm which is based on bisecting horizontal and vertical chords of a circle. Candidate circle centres are
located by a 2-D AA, and candidate validation and determination of radius of each hypothesised circle are performed using a 1-D AA. However, this second stage of
validation has to transform all the edge pixels once for
each candidate centre, which is too demanding for real
time applications with complex scenes. Milenkovic 1141
treated higher dimensional parameter space as a search
space and suggested two variable resolution search techniques to find sets of parameters in this search space that
best fit the image data. A point-feature-distance (PFD)
function was defined to guide the search so that maxima
in the parameter space could be determined without histogramming. Because of the inclusion of the PFD function, the parameter set output must represent the actual
target shape instance in the image space. The dynamic
combinatorial Hough transform (DCHT) of Leavers et al.
[lS] and the elegant backmapping approach of Gerig et
al. [16] also tried to provide linkage between image space
and parameter space so that subsequent parameter space
interpretation and hypothesised instance validation could
be performed more easily. However, the computational
loading of the DCHT increases drastically for an image
with a complex scene, and that of the backmapping
approach is at least twice that of the conventional H T
using a 3-D AA although the actual votes cast are
reduced. Also, the DCHT is essentially a serial algorithm
and parallel realisation seems to be very difficult. The
backmapping approach has to sacrifice the power of discriminating concentric circles unless no projection is performed and two 3-D AAs are used.
In the present studies, an attempt was made to find a
new and extremely efficient scheme which possessed the
following characteristics:
(a) no 3-D AA needed
(b)concentric circles detectable
(c) floating-point operations minimised
( d ) parallel realisation easily performed.
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Davies's approach [9] of locating circles of different radii
on a single plane was followed and it was found that the
projection of votes at the other orthogonal direction
(along either xo or y o axis) could give a scheme with such
characteristics.
To handle the peak pairing and Hough space interpretation problem more efficiently, it is suggested here that
the input image data are partitioned and grouped systematically and efficiently during the voting process. In
this scheme, an extra database in the form of numerous
dynamic linked lists is built when votes are being accumulated in the two AAs. This database is just a compact
and partial representation of the whole image space. The
hypothesised parameters associated with each pair of
peaks can define an inverse mapping back into this image
space which is then searched. Some decision criteria are
then defined to validate the presence of the target shape
and to reject the false alarms. In this respect, the Hough
transform can be considered as a method to extract a
more probable and more compact set of estimated
parameters from the complete parameter space for more
efficient subsequent verifications.
A comparison of the conventional scheme and the new
scheme is given in Table 1. In our software realisation the
algorithmic parameters are defined as follows:

(GOA). However, all the gradient orientations of these

edge pixels can be grouped to form a subspace of the
complete image space. This arrangement is more reasonable and efficient, in terms of storage requirement,
because the size of the subspace to be built is proportional to the complexity of the input image. In the initial
grey Level image

llsts (EPL) or
gradient orientation

convolve With 3 X 3

convolvewith 3 x 3

global thresholdlng
and peak extraction

radius -dependent
thresholding and
pmk extraction A A 2

N, = 64
N, = 48
N , = 36
This implies that resolution of the circle centre coordinates is four pixels in both x and y directions, and
resolution of the radius is two pixels. Hence, the upper
bounds of the theoretical speedup factor for voting and
searching are 46.6 and 66.9, respectively. There is also a
storage saving factor of 20.6 for the accumulator array.
Table 1 : Comparison of conventional and n e w scheme
Conventional
approach

New
approach

No of cells in
accumulator
array

N , N, N,

Nx Nv

Computation
complexity of
voting in AA

O ( N , N,(N, + 1 ) )

O(N,(N, + N , ) )

Computation
complexity of
searchina in AA

O(N,N,N,(33-1))

O((N,N,+N,N,)(32-1))

~

+

N xN,

~

N , = number of cells in x o dimension of AA1 and AA2
N , = number of cells in y o dimension of AA1
N , = number of cells In radius dimension of AA2
N , = number of edge pixels in the input image
O()=order of number of operations in the worst case

Fig. 2

New Hough circle detection scheme

serial software realisation on the PC-AT compatible
machine, this database consists of eight dynamic linked
lists (called edge pixel list or EPL), each of which stores
the edge pixels with gradient orientation equal to an
integral multiple of 45", i.e.
L ( k ) :l ( x k l

3

Ykl)

where

I se(xk,

3

ykl)

~

45k I < Ot,,,,)

and
3

S o f t w a r e realisation

The verification strategy, the imposition of certain geometric constraints and some fast algorithms applicable to
the new scheme in actual realisation will be discussed.
The block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in
Fig. 2. There are three independent databases involved in
the whole scheme. The two accumulator arrays (AA1 and
AA2) have been explained clearly in the preceding
section. The third database needs to be elaborated upon
here.
As stated in Section 2, an extra database has to be
built for subsequent pairing up of the peaks detected in
the corresponding planes. If there is enough memory
available in the system, this database can be declared to
be a 2-D array which stores the gradient orientations of
all the edge pixels in the gradient orientation array
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k = O ...., 7

I=1,

...

)

l,,,

(9)

Peaks extracted from the two accumulator arrays are
merged to form the complete candidate parameter sets.
In the merging process each peak in AA1 (say (xl, y l , )
marked bold in Fig. 2) is paired with every peak {(xl,
r l , ) , (xl, r I 2 ) ,(xl, r 1 3 ) ,...} in the corresponding column
in AA2. For each of these peak pairs found, the set of
estimated parameters of the candidate circles is used to
define eight target points. They are on the circumference
of the candidate circle and are also oriented at an integral
multiple of 45" from the candidate circle centre and are
designated as T(i) where i = 0, .. ., 7. For each target
point T(i),the linked list L((i 4) Mod 8) is searched for
any element whose distance from the target point is
below a certain distance threshold. Circles are declared if
elements are found in more than a certain number

+
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Table 2: Algorithm of proposed scheme in pseudo-codes
Begin
Repeat

CalculateS..S,andS,.,:=f(S,.S,).
If Smag2 S,h,a,Then

This geometrical constraint can further reduce the computation required for the verifying process. If a peak is
found at (x, , y,) in the first plane, the maximum radius to
be searched in the image space will be R,,,, given by

Begin

Rsx(xc) = MIN(R,,,

Se:= Round (tan-'(S,iS,)):
If (I IS, M o d 45) 45 I < O,,,,,)
~

R,,(Y,)

Then
.

Update EdgePixelList(k)'k=O,

,7 .

~

Convolve AA1 ?, AA2 with 3

x

=o:

3 mask of 1s.

Repeat
Locate q, = ( x o , . y o , ) where [AA1 (4,)

AA1 (4, + d o ) ]> 0.

/:=O.
Repeat
Locater, = ( x ~ , Ro,)
,
where [AA1 (2,) - AA2(2, + d z ) ] > 0.
Match := 0:
Fork := 0 to 7 Do
Begin
x s :=xo, + R,, cos (k 4 5 ) ,
y, := yo, + R,, sin (k * 4 5 ) ,
n =l;
Repeat
If EdgePixelList(k) contains ( x , , y,) such that
/ x k i - x s l <&,,,.,AND
l ~ ~ ~ - ~ s l ~ @ ' ~
Then
Match := Match + 1
Else
n:=n+l
Until (EndOfList(k) OR OnePlxelFound)
End,

o ~ ~ r

If Match 2 Match,,,,,
Then DeclareCircleDetected lxo,, y o , , R o , ) ,
1 =j+l
Until AA2-NoMorePeak.
I
+ 1,
Until AAlLNoMorePeak
End

.=,

in Table 2) of the eight lists. Although this
approach is simple, it is sufficiently accurate and efficient
to eliminate most of the invalid pairs, giving the scheme a
recognition rate of 95-100%. More robust and reliable
tests can be taken on the whole circle to reduce the false
alarm rate.
To further increase the accuracy and speed of the
algorithm, several mechanisms have been included. First,
local continuity and closeness of edge gradient of neighbourhood edge pixels are used to restrict and even disallow votings from these edge pixels that are not likely to
lie on a circle.. Typically, about 2 5 4 0 % of the edge
pixels are disallowed to vote. Moreover, circles are also
assumed to be completely within the image (even if they
are partially occluded), so that the value of Rvmx in eqns.
6a and 66 is adjusted according to the location of the
edge pixel ( x p ,y,) and to the gradient orientation 0 given
by
R,,

Rv,

=

I x,/cos H 1 if x p < I R,,, cos 0 I
I La,
- xycos 0 I
if x, > ,I,x,
- R,,, cos 0 I

=

=

R,,,

=

I y,/sin

=

I (Y,,

otherwise
H1
-

( 104

if yp < I R,,, sin 0 I

y,)/sin

I

if Y, > I ymaX- R,,, sin 6' I

RV,,,

-

R,,,

=

MI",.

MIN(R,,,

xc > ,I,x
,

-

x,

>

Yc

I Y,,

-

Y,

3

I)
I)

(1 1

4

(1 Ib)

(Ilc)
Rs",',* = M I N ( R s , RS,)
Two very small lookup tables can be built omine to store
R,,(x,) and R,,(y,) for more efficient determination of
RSmoxduring runtime.
To reduce the dispersion and to give more peaked
responses for subsequent peak detection, the two accumulator arrays are filtered by convolving with a 3 x 3
mask of all Is upon completion of the voting process.
The inclusion of this process is justified as it significantly
reduces the number of subsequent searches, thus reducing
the overall recognition time. In addition, the execution
time for this process is fixed (0.45 s in our serial realisation on the PC-AT compatible machine), and can be
reduced still further by simple hardware because of the
regularity of the process and simplicity of the kernel.
Because the loci of both transformed curves on the
two parameter planes are straight lines, some fast techniques for computing the co-ordinates or addresses of the
cells approximating these two lines can be applied. A
modified version of the Bresenham algorithm [17], which
was originally designed for line drawings in computer
graphics, is included in our software realisation. The
major advantage of the algorithm is that it involves only
integer arithmetic.
Note that the arctangent function has to be computed
to estimate the g-adient orientation of each edge pixel.
Since there is inherent estimation error from the edge
operator itself [lo] and the valid orientation is quantised,
an output precision to the nearest 2" is sufficient. In fact,
all quantities concerning the orientation or angular measures have a resolution of 2" in all our actual realisations.
With this tolerance allowed, it is thus possible to implement the arctangent function by pure integer arithmetic
using the 'bisect and compare' method [18]. Only a small
table of 23 precomputed integer constants is needed, and
a maximum of five iterations is required to complete the
arctangent function.
The serial software realisation is carried out on a
PC-AT compatible personal computer, and the program
is completely written in Pascal. An outline of our realisation using pseudo-codes is given in Table 2.
3

AA1 (4) . = A A l ( q ) + 1 whereq: ( x , . y o )
(Xome., Yoma,):
AA2(q) :=AA2(q) + 1 whereq. (x,. 0) (xoma.,R m a , )
End
Until EndOflmageData,

I

=

>

otherwise
Rv,)
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( 1Ob)
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4

P a r a l l e l realisations

Many low-level image processing algorithms (e.g. median
filtering, correlation, etc.) have been implemented on
transputer networks [19]. It was found that image parallelism, in general, provides better performance improvement over task parallelism on a transputer network. In
this section, the potential of task parallelism of the
Hough transform, a medium-level image processing task,
is investigated through the parallel realisations of the new
Hough scheme for circles on the transputer network.
All the parallel realisations are carried out on a multiprocessor system, called Superlink, which is a second
generation transputer system that has been designed and
implemented by the same group of research workers
within the department. It comprises eight T800 transputers running at 17.5 MHz, with an IBM AT compatible machine acting as the host. The topology of the
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network is software reconfigurable through the 32 x 32
crossbar switching network so that each link of a transputer can be connected to any other link of another
transputer. Each transputer has 128 Kbytes of external
memory, and link 0 of the root transputer (TO) is connected to the host. The host acts as a terminal for user
interface, and provides secondary storage for the
network. All communication with the host is carried out
via DMA channel on the host computer. All the programs are written in Occam 2 and developed under the
transputer development system (TDS V2.0). However,
system programs running on the host are written in both
80286 assembly language and in C programming language to handle all the necessary IjO between the
network and the host.
4.1

Choice of architecture

As pointed out in Section 1, a MIMD architecture is
used for the parallel realisations of the new Hough
scheme. The reasons for this choice are threefolded. First,
the computation loading required for each edge pixel is
not fixed and is a function of Rvmx(xp, y p , 0) and
R,,,,(x,, yc). The number of edge pixels for different
images is also indeterminate until runtime. These imply
that any systolic or finegrain pipeline approaches will not
be appropriate.
Secondly, the mapped loci of different edge pixels are
located on the two planes at random, and are dependent
on the input image data. If the co-ordinates (xOi,yoi) of
the cells to be incremented are calculated by one group of
processors, and routed to another group of processors
which actually perform the voting (i.e. incrementing the
vote count), there will then be excessive amounts of data
(co-ordinates of cells mapped) moving around the networks. Besides, explicit tests on whether the routed coordinate pairs are within the local partition of the
processor may be required. Moreover, the workload of
the voting processors will not be balanced. Otherwise,
there will not be any peak vote count in the two accumulator arrays. Hence, a SIMD architecture in which each
processor (or PE) caters for one specific region of the
parameter space is not suitable because data movements
between processors are not structural, processor workloads will not be balanced and interprocessor communcation overhead will be intolerably high because of
bus or link contention.
Thirdly, major computation involved in the voting
process is on the determination of the addresses of the
cells to be incremented. Although the modified Bresenham algorithm can efficiently compute the addresses of
the cells approximating the two line segments mapped on
the pair of planes, its inclusion has also constrained the
network topology for efficient parallel realisation. This is
because, for each of the mapped locus (i.e. each of the
linear segments), there is a fixed overhead for the initialisation of the loop in the Bresenham algorithm. The
longer the segment mapped on the two planes, the
smaller the proportion of this loop overhead and the
higher the efliciency of the address generation algorithm.
Hence, if the two planes are partitioned into rectangular
regions, each of which is managed by one processor, then
each original mapped segment will be subdivided into
still shorter segments, making the initialisation overhead
of the addressing scheme larger and larger. Moreover,
additional overheads of determining the endpoints of
each subsegment at the local partition boundaries may
further lower the efficiency of the whole addressing
scheme.
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To minimise interprocessor communication and to
take full advantage of the Bresenham aigorithm, the
whole plane of each accumulator array will be kept in the
same processor. This implies that for each of the line segments mapped, the co-ordinates of the two endpoints will
be distributed to a processor that casts votes to all the
cells lying on the mapped linear segment joining these
two points. Different mapped segments can therefore be
processed by different processors at the same time in a
multiprocessor system. After the whole voting process
has been completed, the votes in the 2-D arrays managed
by various processors have to be summed to get the total
vote count for each cell. If the distribution and the
routing strategies are efficient, this task parallel scheme
can potentially achieve a linear speedup with the number
of voting processors. This argument of linear speedup is,
of course, valid only if subsequent summation of the distributed votes to give the complete parameter space has a
negligible contribution (as compared to the address generation and actual incrementation) to the total execution
time. However, it should be emphasised that the computation loading of this subsequent processing is fixed for
different input data and is dependent solely on the
network topology.
In all of the parallel realisations, the linked lists
defined in eqn. 9 are replaced by a two-dimensional array
whose elements hold the gradient orientation of all the
edge pixels. During the verification, however, the strategy
of searching for eight target points as an initial test is still
used to reject most of the false alarms. In addition, this
gradient orientation array can be utilised for further verification of the candidate circles which have passed the
initial test.

4.2 Network topologies
For the parallel realisations of the new Hough scheme for
circles, the network has been configured in various topologies as shown in Fig. 3. They are designed so that the
four different sets of data, namely the input image data,
the two accumulator arrays and the gradient orientation
array, are separately managed by different transputers to
achieve minimum interprocessor communication. It
should be noted that all three topologies are modified
from the standard binary tree structure.
In the first topology with three transputers (Fig. 3a),
TO manages the input image data (or more precisely the
edge pixel data) and the gradient orientation array. It
determines the two pairs of endpoints of the two mapped
segments (given by eqn. 8) and sends them to T1 and T2
which manage, and cast votes in, AA1 and AA2, respectively. The two transputers, T1 and T2, will perform subsequent filtering, thresholding and peak detection on the
corresponding plane, and transmit all the peaks found to
the root transputer. Verification of the candidate circles
are then performed by TO by searching the gradient
orientation array, and verified circle parameters are
transmitted to the host.
The second topology (Fig. 3b) is modified from the
first one with two additional processors T3 and T4
sharing the warkloads of TI and T2, respectively. In
other words, T1 and T3 will cast votes in the first plane
while T2 and T4 will cast votes in the second. A software
demultiplexor (in the form of a circular link buffer set at
the higher priority level in a PRI PAR construct) is
added in TI, so that segment endpoints received from TO
are passed to TI or T3, whichever is idle or is ready to
perform voting for the next mapped segments. Although
this dynamic runtime scheduling arrangement introduces
I E E PROCEEDINGS-E, Vol. 138, N o . 5, S E P T E M B E R 1991
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additional overhead it helps to maximise the parallelism
and equalise the workloads of the two processors because
the computation loading for processing segments of different lengths are different and lengths of the mapped
segments are indeterminate until runtime. Hence,
compile-time scheduling will always cause the processors
to be idle, waiting for the next pairs of endpoints to
arrive. The same mechanism has been arranged in T 2 so
that endpoints are fed to either T 2 or T4, whichever is
ready to cast votes for the next mapped segments.

to the other four transputers in the network. All the
peaks extracted in the two planes are transmitted to
transputer T1, so that candidate circle parameters are
extracted and distributed dynamically to any one of the
five processors in the network, whichever is the first to be
ready to verify the next candidate set. The physical links
and the data routing are arranged (Fig. 4) so that only
one type of data (i.e. either candidate parameter, verified
parameter, peaks in AA2 or processor-ready signal for
the next candidate parameter) is transmitted in any one
link throughout the whole verification process.

t
t

b

b
C

Fig. 3

Network topologies for parallel realisations

The third topology (Fig. 3c) enhance the dynamic
scheduling arrangement by having three processors ( T I ,
T 3 and T4) for casting votes on the first plane and
another three (T2, T5 and T6) for vote accumulation on
the second. After the voting has been completed, the
whole 2-D arrays processed by T 3 and T 4 ( T 5 and T6
respectively) are sent to T1 ( T 2 respectively) so that summation of corresponding cells can be performed to give
the final transformed space.
The parallel verification process has also been realised
in the network of the second topology (Fig. 3b). Two different schemes have been studied. The first scheme (see
Fig. 4 4 uses all five transputers for parallel verification.
Upon completion of the voting process, while the whole
2-D accumulator array processed by T3 and T5, respectively, are sent to T1 and T2, respectively, to be summed
to give the final transformed space, the root transputer
will concurrently transmit the gradient orientation array
IEE PROCEEDINGS-E, Vol. 138, No. 5, SEPTEMBER I991

Fig. 4
Data routing for parallel uerijication
cp = candidate parameter
rdy = processor ready for next cp
pk = peaks in AA2
vp = verified parameter

The second scheme uses only three transputers (TO,
T2 and T3) for parallel verification. The gradient orientation array will be distributed to T 2 and T 3 instead of all
four transputers. T 4 will be dedicated to peak detection
in AA2 while T1 extracts peaks in AA1 and distributes
the candidate circle parameters dynamically to any of TO,
T 2 or T3. The physical link connections are basically the
same as the first scheme, but the data routing paths have
been modified as shown in Fig. 4b.
5

Results

The results of four test images (see Fig. 5 ) are given. The
first image is generated by computer and the other three
are real life images acquired from a camera. The
resolution of all the test images is 256 x 256 pixels with a
depth of 8 bits per pixel.
34 1

b

a

d

C
Fig. 5

Trct images 1 4

a Image 1 ( 3 5 4

h Image 2 (conccir)

c

Image 3 (circles)

d Image 4 (labl)

As a single system which is capable of performing all
levels of processing tasks (e.g. numeric and symbolic
processing) in image processing and computer vision, a
transputer system will be a good choice for design and
simulation of parallel algorithms. Digital signal processors, which are usually more cost effective and more
suitable for low-level processing tasks (e.g. convolution,
edge detection, etc.) [20], may be added as the front end
of the transputer network to form a real-time or near
real-time system. Hence, all the timings for the voting
process do not include the extraction of edge pixels
(convolution with gradient masks and gradient
thresholding) and the determination of the gradient
orientation.
5.1 Serial realisation

A comparison of the execution time for the voting
process between the conventional and the new scheme is
given in Table 3. Because of the large memory requirement of the conventional scheme, this part of the realisation was performed on an INMOS B004 board with a
single T414 transputer so that a fair comparison could be
made. The new approach achieved about 25 times
speedup over the conventional approach. The discrepancy between this experimental speedup and the theoretiTable 3: Execution t i m e for v o t i n g b y single T414 o n BOO4
board
Test
image

Number of Conventional
edge pixels approach

35Cir'
Conccir
Circles
Labl

7340
4273
2109
8950

112.3 s
79.5 s
40.3 s
130.2 s

New
Speedup
approach factor
4.51 s
2.91 s
1.49s
5.36 s

24.9
27.3
27.0
24.3

35Cir': Synthesised image with 35 (29 complete) circles of different radii;
Conccir. Image with four concentric and five other circles;
Circles: Image with two concentric and four other circles;
Labl : Scene of laboratory with three circular objects.
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cal speedup (46.6 and 66.9 mentioned in section 2) is due
to the overhead for building the addition database (the
eight edge pixel lists defined in eqn. 9, or more precisely
the gradient orientation array in our realisation), and
also to the use of the efficient Bresenham algorithm for
circles for calculating the addresses of the cells on the
mapped plane. Because of the memory limit of the computer, the maximum detectable radius is set to 72 pixels
( N , = 36) in the conventional approach. Although N , of
the new scheme can be set higher in our realisation
( N , = 50 or larger), it is reduced to this same value of 36
for the sake of performance comparison. It should be
noted that the speedup factor will increase if N , is
increased, making the overhead for building the extra
database (the eight linked lists or the two dimensional
gradient orientation array) less significant relative to the
actual voting process.
Table 4 gives a comparison of the execution time for
the searching process between the conventional and new
schemes. Special care must be taken in interpreting the
results in this table. After employing radius dependent
thresholding and strict maxima criteria (i.e. the vote
count of a cell is larger than all the 26 neighbourhood
cells in the 3-D AA), the number of peaks detected in the
conventional approach is the same as the number of candidates circles which are not yet validated. Thus it takes
4.36 seconds to extract 935 candidate circles for test
Table 4 : Execution t i m e f o r peak d e t e c t i o n and searching by
single T414 o n BOO4 board
Test
image

Conventional
approach

New
approach

Number Time for
of
locating
peaks
peaks

Number Time for
Recognition
of search searching rate

35Cir*
935
Conccir 620
Circles 260
Labl
1053

4.36 s
2.66 s
1.47 s
5.79 s

223
198
137
375

1.03 s
0.89 s
0.58s
1.28s

96.5%
100%
93.3%
100%
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image I , where in fact there are only 29 complete circles
actually present. Thus, further testing procedures (and
extra processing time) are needed to process these 935
candidate circles. O n the other hand, the new scheme
spends 1.03 seconds to locate exactly 28 out of the 29
complete circles in only 223 search trials. Note that
although there are 35 circles in this image, the searching
constraint defined by eqn. 1 1 makes detectable only the
29 circles which reside completely in the image and the
scheme totally ignores the remaining six incomplete
circles located near the boundary of the image.

5.2 Parallel realisations
The absolute speedup of the parallel algorithm over the
serial counterpart is defined as

s = t,/t"

(14)

where
t , = execution time with one processor

and

t,

= execution

time with n processors.

The effciency of the parallel algorithm with n processors
can thus be defined as
(15)
q = S / n = t l / ( t n* n)
The speedup of the parallel voting and verifying algorithms with different network topologies are studied and
tabulated in Table 5 and Table 6b respectively. The j o b
allocation of different processors in the parallel verifying
process is given in Table 6a. There is a continual increase
in overall speedup with the increasing number of processors. Although the efficiency decreases with the
Table 5 : Execution t i m e for voting using different number
of transputers (numbers in brackets indicate speedup w i t h
res"
t o one Drocessor)
Test
image

Number of 1 T800
edge Pixels

3 T800s

5 T800s

7 T800s

35Cir*

7340

1.59s
(1.86)
1.03s
(1.84)
0.52s
(1.83)
1.88 s
(1 87)

0.90 s
(3.28)
0.58 s
(3.28)
0.29 s
(3.28)
1.06s
(3 33)

0.66 s
(4.48)
0.41 s
(4.63)
0.21 s
(4.52)
0.79 s
(4.47)

2.96s
(1.0)
1.90s
(1.0)
0.95s
(1 .O)
3.53 s
(1 0 )

Conccir 4273
Circles 2109
Labl

8950

'Table 6a:Processors job allocation for different schemes

Total number
of processors
Processors for
peak detection
Processors for
verification

Scheme 0

Scheme 1

Scheme 2

Scheme 3

1 T414

3 T800s

5 T800s

5 T800s

1

2

2

2

1

1

5

3

increasing number of processors dedicated to voting, its
value of about 70% (in the range 60.9%-66.6%) is quite
satisfactory for these parallel realisations in high level
language without any code optimisation.
The fixed overhead in Table 6b refers to the convolution of the accumulators with a 3 x 3 mask of unity, the
vote thresholding and the distribution of the gradient
orientation array. It is measured by setting the gradient
threshold to a very high value so that no pixel is allowed
to contribute votes to the accumulators and to be
involved in any subsequent processing.
The efficiency of the parallel verification is not very
high. This is because the computation loading for the
peak extraction is quite demanding so that the processors
are very often idle, waiting for the candidate parameters
to arrive. This can be observed by inspecting the use of
the software buffer which distributes the candidate
parameters to any processors which are ready. The fact
that the second scheme has both higher efficiency and
faster absolute execution time is because TO and T 4 are
totally dedicated to peak detection in the corresponding
accumulator and released from concurrently performing
the verification process. This can be deduced from the
fact that the fixed overhead has decreased by 32 ms while
the absolute execution time is decreased by a still larger
amount (in the range of 55-76 ms).
The efficiency is especially low if only a very small
number of search trials is attempted because the fixed
overhead of transmitting the gradient orientation array
will become more significant. However, this array can be
built by individual processors during the voting process
so that distribution of the whole array after the voting
process can be eliminated.
It should be stressed that the above absolute timings
are for parallel programs with no optimisation. The total
execution time can, of course, be further reduced by using
faster transputers, and including inline transputer instructions (under the G U Y construct 1211) for time-critical
sections of the program.
After completing the software realisations of the algorithms described in the last section, it can be confirmed
that balancing of the workload of each transputer in networks of this nature is of utmost importance for achieving maximum effciency. The major factors affecting the
efficiency are:
(a) Data availability: Since there is an indeterminate
amount of data (edge pixels) which are not arriving at
regular intervals, the workloads of the various transputers are fluctuating with time, with the input parameters (e.g. gradient threshold) and with the image data.
These workload gaps can be balanced to a certain extent
by implementing software link buffers between processors
and this is elaborated in the following paragraphs.
(b) Buffered communications. The interprocessor communication between transputers via links is synchronised
and unbuffered. Hence, a software buffer process may be

Table 66: Execution t i m e for verifying using different number of
transputers
Test
image

Number of
search trial

Scheme 0
1 T414

Scheme 1
3 T800s

Scheme 2
5 T800s
(Fia 5 4 a l

Scheme 3
5 T800s
(Fia 5 4 b l

35Cir*
Conccir
Circles
Labl

223
198
137
375

103s
0891 s
0582s
128s

0547s
0418s
0267s
0646s

0322s
0287s
0203s
0340s

0256s
0211 s
0148s
0268s

Fixed overhead

-

91 ms

49ms

97ms

65ms
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added to equalise the gap between the varying workloads
of two communicating transputers. However, the
optimum size of the buffers is usually dependent on the
algorithm, the image data and the memory usage in the
system. It was found that the software buffer could
reduce the total execution time by about 5-15%. The
actual saving varies, of course, with the workload difference among communicating processors, which is, in turn,
dependent of the input data themselves.
(c) Workspace utilisation. The Occam language implementation allows data arrays to be forced to reside in the
internal RAM of the transputer for maximum data
throughput by using the statement
PLACE x IN WORKSPACE:
Since there are only 4 Kbytes of on-chip RAM on each
T800, a compromised and optimum usage of this internal
RAM between program code and data has to be found
(by trial and error when Occam is used) for the maximum
overall throughput.
6

Conclusion

A new parameter representation scheme has been proposed for fast and efficient Hough transform of circles.
This approach replaced the conventional threedimensional accumulator array with a pair of twodimensional planes without sacrificing the power of
discrimination of concentric circles. An inverse mapping
from the estimated circle parameter sets to a subspace of
the original image was used to verify the candidate
circles, giving a recognition rate of 95-100%. Parallel
realisations of this new scheme on a reconfigurable
MIMD transputer network, Superlink, were also presented.
7
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